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lab grade transfers

• Lab grade transfers are available, under these conditions, for PHYS 201, 202, 208, and 218.

• A lab grade of ≥90% is required for transfer.

• Lab grade transfers must be from spring 2014 or a more recent semester.

• A lab grade can be transferred only from the same course, such as the transfer of a previous PHYS 208 lab grade to a new PHYS 208 course. There is no transfer, for instance, of a previous PHYS 218 lab grade to a new PHYS 208 course.

• Recitation attendance is required even if lab attendance is excused.

• Lab grade transfers should be completed before the first lab is scheduled.

• Labs should not be skipped until the instructor for the lecture confirms that he/she has received the transferred lab grade AND accepts it.

• The Department of Physics and Astronomy staff **cannot process lab grade transfers for students who Q-dropped** during the previous semester in which class was taken. If the class was dropped, the lab was also dropped, regardless of whether all lab exercises were completed before or after the drop.